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OPINION

YOUR LETTERS

SENTINEL
COMMENT

THANK YOU

Jeremy Johns, SAMS
No one starts out life wanting to be a
social burden. Most of us want to be lucky,
cool, rich and successful. Some of us are;
but many of us aren’t.
Part of the reason for individual success
or failure has to do with what we were
given biologically in terms of good health,
intelligence and the ability to support
ourselves and our family/friends. The other
part has to do with the economic conditions
that define our lives, and the social
conditions that surround us – the families
we grow up in and the teachers, systems
and friends that influence us.
Some of us start life out on the right track,
but a lot of us don’t. Often those people
whose families function poorly or who have
bad early-life experiences, overcome these
problems through inner strength; but many
don’t, and their futures can be negatively
affected.
People sometimes pull themselves up
by their bootstraps, but for those who
don’t, professional help can make an
enormous difference. To help our most
troubled families and the people coping
with the burden of early-life problems, our
government developed social assistance and
social service organizations.
Many people run for the hills at the mere
mention of mental health assistance, but
the Mental Health Team up at the Hospital
is perceived as beneficial to the island’s
people, as the Team operates on the visions
and values of a social service organization.
They help maintain a safe environment,
they give non-judgemental advice and they
provide a confidential listening ear.
The current Team is relatively new in its
set-up and is way understaffed, but still
manages to conduct one-on-one meetings,
to not be intrusive and to offer support that
is comforting to individuals – all of this,
leads to a positive public perception of their
social work.
But sometimes, social-work organisations
on the island don’t get such good public
perception. Safeguarding in particular, is
perceived to be more involved with legal
matters these days than with helping
individuals.
Safeguarding seems to have a lot of staff –
which makes me wonder why they couldn’t
hold workshops at regular intervals, or
anything similar that helps the individuals
in our society with various things and helps
educate and embrace citizens. This could
mean becoming involved in preventative
measures, rather than only becoming active
in things that may become legal matters.
Maybe this public perception of
Safeguarding becomes a cycle, because
social service organisations need to work
well to support us, but we also need to help
and support them for the organisations to
work.
Both Mental Health and Safeguarding
are relatively new for the island, and often
it seems people stay away from talking
about these things for whatever reason.
But maybe just trying to comprehend what
these organisations do and how well they’re
doing their intended job of helping people
resolve social problems, would actually be
beneficial. Let me know what you think jeremyjohns@sams.sh.

Wife Barbara, sons Shaun and Mike,
sister Hazel and family of the late
Patrick Greentree would like to thank
Doctor Rhys and the nursing staff of
the General Hospital for the care he
received during the five weeks he
spent in hospital.
A special thank you to Keith, Gloria
and Tracey Williams for being there
for us, also the rest of the family.
Sincere thanks to Canon Clive
Duncan and Father Jack Horner
for conducting the funeral service,
Mrs Joy George the organist, Jackie
Moyce for reading the lesson and
Tracey Williams for reading the
eulogy. Fiona and Melvin for making
the wreaths, family and friends who
generously gave flowers, Mr Roy
Williams and his team, and all who
attended the funeral or who sent
cards and telephone messages of
condolences. Thanks also to Daniel
for providing music at the grave side.
May God Bless you all.
Patrick has gone from our lives but
will remain in our hearts forever.
Dear Editor
I would like publicly to congratulate
Fr Dale Bowers on his election as
the next Bishop of St Helena and
Ascension Island. Fr Dale is only the
second St Helenian Bishop in the
history of the islands, and the level
of his achievement in the the Worldwide Anglican Church is reflected
in the fact that the Bishops of six
African countries: Namibia, Angola,
Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique and
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South Africa have collectively voted
for him. He will join a bench of
Bishops across Southern Africa who
speak over nine official languages
and represent people of many races,
and cultures, from the poverty of
the townships to the wealth of wine
districts, and from the wide spaces of
Namibia to the vast urban density of
Johannesburg.
Fr Dale Bowers has much experience
of both islands. He has worked in the
Castle, has been an elected member
of the Legislative Council, and knows
the community very well. He gained a
degree from the University of Oxford
while bringing up a family, and his
MBE was awarded for his work with
the Scout Movement and for many
community projects and service. He
will be a very worthy second citizen
for St Helena.
Yours sincerely
Jane Fenwick
Dear Constituents,
A reminder that Constituency
Surgeries are available every first and
third Wednesday at the Kingshurst
Community Centre. These are by
appointment and anyone who wishes
to speak to Councillors Russell Yon
or Tony Green either separately or
together should contact Miss Anita
Legg, Secretary to Elected Members
by 12 Noon on the Tuesday prior
to the surgery. Miss Legg can be
contacted on telephone No. 22590 or
by emailing sec.em@helanta.co.sh
Tony Green & Russell Yon

Dear Governor
Thank you for taking time to
comment on the issues I raised
relating
to
the
new
prison
application in the Independent
(14 Sep). A crucial point was the
failure of the planning process to
obtain an Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) to accompany the
outline planning application. The
land planning Ordinance (sect 15)
says it is the duty of the planning
authority and officers to determine
applications in accordance with the
Land Development Control Plan,
which says an EIA is required for
this site before any application is
considered, including an outline
application (policy NH4).
It is difficult to understand how the
‘screening opinion’ in June concluded
that no EIA was required, though it
does mirror your public statement
of a month earlier that no EIA would
be necessary. A request to view that
documentation was denied by the
chief planning officer. This leaves
questions of due process, openness
and transparency unanswered.
All
the
points
you
raised
(Independent 21 Sep) should be setout in an EIA so the public can verify
or challenge the information to
ensure a decision is properly made.
This is especially important where
the applicant is also the decision
making body.
St Helena has already outclassed
27 British and Overseas Territory
sites to become one of eleven on
the UNESCO, UK Tentative List
of potential World Heritage Sites.
The next stage towards World
Heritage Status is nomination which
requires the island to demonstrate
it has an effective legal system of
environmental protection which
would include national conservations
areas of which this is one.
Governor, not following EIA protocol
could scupper this opportunity for
generations to come, along with its
tourist potential.
Yours sincerely
Andy Pearce

THE CONSTITUENT
DFID
Infrastructure
Adviser,
Iftikhar Ahmed, was on-island from
Saturday 22nd – 29th September
2018. Mr Ahmed’s working visit will

contribute to establishing a Capital
Programme for St Helena. The arrival
of DFID’s Infrastructure Adviser will
be good news for St Helena’s Private
Sector in particular. There has been a
rapid increase in the number of people
unable to find local employment and
being forced to seek unemployment
assistance from SHG. Socially and
economically time is of the essence
as our community desperately wait
for employment opportunities in
construction to materialise.
The
DFID Minister, Lord Bates, agreed to
establish a new capital programme
in St Helena.
SHG staff and
councillors have already prepared
much of the preliminary work. It
remains to be seen what the ultimate
outcome will be for the people of St
Helena following the capital and the
financial aid negotiation process
between DFID and SHG.
Elected Members met with Iftikhar
Ahmed on Monday 24th September.
Councillors began by expressing
the folly of DFID’s irresponsible
decision to stop providing St Helena
with a capital funded programme.
Councillors stressed that the cutoff of capital funding has vastly
contributed to our community now
experiencing serious social and
economic difficulties.
The DFID
civil servant was told that DFID’s
dictatorial approach is unacceptable.
And DFID’s irresponsible decisions
are to the detriment of the people of
St Helena. Emphasis was put on the
local skills, knowledge, experience
and resourcefulness St Helena has in
abundance. But without adequate,
reliable and ongoing support from
the United Kingdom, St Helena will
always struggle to reach its real
potential and the ultimate goal of
achieving sustainable development.
Establishing a new approach and
making good progress to successfully
achieve sustainable development
cannot happen overnight, but the
urgent need to turn things around
and reverse the social and economic
decline was made absolutely clear to
the DFID Adviser.
St Helena is helplessly reliant
on financial aid from the United
Kingdom.
The DFID Adviser
emphasised the importance of
St Helena exploring alternative
sources of funding. SHG has already
commenced searching for new ways
of accessing alternative sources of
funding.
The DFID Infrastructure Adviser
provided Elected Members with
feedback at the conclusion of his
visit.
Both meetings with the

Infrastructure Adviser were open,
frank, constructive and encouraging.
There were indications that DFID
and Councillors are keen to learn
from the mistakes of the past moving
forward. Without going into any
great detail on the wrap-up meeting,
what I have seen and heard so far is
enough for me to have confidence in
the flickering light in the distance.
At the risk of tempting fate, I believe
there is a mature willingness by
DFID, Elected Members and SHG
officials to work in the true spirit
of the ‘PARTNERSHIP VALUES’
and find a new approach for a new
direction in the very best interests of
the people of St Helena.
The DFID Infrastructure Adviser
was very satisfied with the
procurement reform carried out by
SHG over the last year. On stressing
the importance of the reform, clearly
DFID had some serious concerns on
the management of the financial aid
provided by the United Kingdom in
the past. On moving forward, the
Adviser is keen to see the Private
Sector, Enterprise St Helena and
the St Helena Government become
more focused on being creative in
addressing the development of the
island.
The DFID Minister, Lord Bates,
has commissioned an independent
review of St Helena’s economic
reform,
infrastructure,
and
investment opportunities. Such a
review is timely and important for
St Helena and another step in the
right direction amidst the current
circumstances. A fresh approach
and direction, at this crucial period
in time, will be essential to progress.
The Adviser informed Elected
Members that the procurement of
a consultant is taking place and it
is likely that the consultant, once
appointed, will visit the Island in
October.
With one step forward and two
steps back, St Helena will never
reach the ultimate objective of
achieving sustainable development
even in the areas seen as the greatest
potential for success. The major
setbacks, disappointments, dashed
expectations
and
frustrations
associated with air access have
provided lessons for future decisionmaking. If the lessons have been
taken on board by DFID and SHG,
there is good reason for Saints to once
again be optimistic, get involved,
be constructive and take shared
ownership of St Helena’s destiny.
C Leo (Cllr)
cont’d on page 5...
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Basil Read Contract Terminated
Andrew Turner, SAMS

“This situation will not affect the

running of St Helena Airport. Airport
services will continue to be provided
and operations will continue as
normal.”
This was SHG’s statement June 18,
just after South African construction
company Basil, Read Ltd. – which
held the Design, Build & Operate
contract for the St Helena Airport –
entered into Business Rescue.
But Tuesday, all SHG could say
about whether the Airport will be
operational this coming weekend,
was “It is essential the airport
remains operational, and we are
working hard to ensure there is no
interruption to the air service.”
As of Wednesday afternoon, the
Airport was closed and the Airport
did not have ASSI certification – SHG
hoped to resolve ASSI measures by
8am Friday.
How did this arise?
SHG announced Tuesday that Basil
Read’s contract with SHG for the
St Helena Airport Project has been
terminated, following negotiations
between SHG and Basil Read’s
Business
Rescue
Practitioners,
Matuson & Associates.
Termination took effect Tuesday.
Tuesday’s SHG press statement
said DfID has now stepped in to
provide funding to keep the Airport
operational. In order to do this, DfID
and SHG have set up a new company,
St Helena Airport, Ltd. (SHA),
which will take over Basil Read’s
responsibility for Airport operations.
SHG is the principal party of (SHA).
When The Sentinel asked SHG if there
will be any political oversight of SHA,
SHG responded only “The new Entity

has been approved by ExCo.”
Interim Directors of the new
company – until the Board is fully
established in the next few weeks –
are Airport Contracts Manager Alan
Shaw, Deputy Financial Secretary
Nicholas Yon and Airport Director
Janet Lawrence.
Why the termination?
According to Airport Director Janet
Lawrence, Basil Read’s contract
was terminated due to the financial
uncertainties surrounding Basil Read
since it entered Business Rescue.
“Our prime concern during all of
this has got to be around St Helena
Airport; it being our only form of
passenger access at this time,” Janet
said. “We want the operations to be
certain and we wanted to remove
the degree of uncertainty that was
there during the Business Rescue
proceedings.”
This weekend’s flights
But SHA now has to receive a
new Aerodrome Certificate. If the
conditions imposed by ASSI are not
met on time, Saturday’s flight won’t
go ahead.
Governor Honan Wednesday said
SHG was working to ensure no
interruptions to flights, but Airport
Contracts Manager Alan Shaw said
we won’t know until Friday if this
weekend’s flights will go ahead.
“The new certificate will be
issued when I can satisfy ASSI that
everything is in place that they
need,” he said. “The aim is to have
a normal flight on Saturday, but
there are lots of things to drop into
place and we’re working very hard
to achieve those. I will be talking to
ASSI at 8am on Friday morning for

an update.”
SHG advised that people continue
with their travel arrangements
for Saturday’s flight. The regular
contingencies for delayed/cancelled
flights will remain in place.
Works for the construction phase of
the Airport Project, including the BFI
in Rupert’s, also remain incomplete
after Tuesday’s termination of
Basil Read’s contract. According to
SHG “contingency plans” for these
projects will be implemented, and
discussions are taking place with
“critical staff, suppliers and subcontractors.”
SHG offered all Airport staff a
chance to switch over from Basil
Read to SHA in hopes no jobs will be
lost.
Further background
After entering into Business Rescue
in June, Basil Read’s Business Rescue
Plan was released Aug. 20.
The Plan said Basil Read needed
additional funding from SHG in order
to complete Phase 1 (construction)
and 2 (operations) of the St Helena
Airport Project. SHG said it could
not provide the necessary funds, so
the Plan made a second proposal
whereby The Standard Chartered
Bank of South Africa and Lombard’s
Insurance, Ltd. would provide
funding for the continuation of the
Project whilst Basil Read established
what works need to be completed and
what issues remained unresolved
between Basil Read and SHG.
At the time it was estimated that
the review of the unfinished works
and unresolved issues would be
completed in November, but the
contract was terminated before this
was complete.

Turning Green into Green

Andrew Turner, SAMS

Recently, legalising marijuana for

export has been the talk of the town.
It was revealed in September that
Council received a proposal from
a member of the public to start
a business exporting cannabis, a
plant that is currently illegal on the
island under the Drugs Trafficking
Ordinance and Drugs Prevention of
Misuse Ordinance.
St Helenian Mark Brooks, the creator
of this proposal, is hoping to create
a company that will grow the plant,
harvest it and export it in its raw form

to pharmaceutical companies that
would use the harvested material to
make oils. These oils would then be
used to make medications that, for
instance, prevent seizures and treat
depression and arthritis.
Seeds would be provided by a
pharmaceutical company and would
be designed to be best for medical
use – meaning they would not have
a highly psychoactive effect. The
company would also ensure that the
quality of the product was adequate.
The monetary goals

In a recent SAMS interview,
Councillor Russell Yon said that the
exportation of medical marijuana
could earn Mark’s company £6
million or more per year – but Mark
believes that figure could be even
higher.
Mark has been researching the ways
in which other countries produce
medical marijuana, and at the kind
of prices those countries get per
tonne. He has also taken into account
the shipping and other expenses for
local production and estimates that
£6 million should be a target income
cont’d on page 7 ...
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Dear Editor

Nationality
A follow up to my letter last week,
two passports are issued on the
island to St Helenians valid for a
period of 10 years:
(a)
British Overseas Territories
Citizen (BOTC) passport where
nationality is British Overseas
Territories Citizen - with restrictions
that go with this status.
(b)
British/EU passport where
nationality is British citizen
St Helenians right to British
citizenship goes way back to the
Royal Charter of 1673 – relevant
quote shown on a plaque in the porch
of St James Church. These rights
were reduced in 1983, connected
with Hong Kong being handed back
to China, but were later given to all
British Overseas citizens in 2002. In
1992 the Anglican Church set up a
Citizenship Commission to restore
those rights. I was invited to join.
The Commission had wide support
including help from Canadian lawyers
from Toronto university, one being a
direct descendent of an Island-born
governor. They took our case to the
United Nations. The plaque in St
James Church is a reminder of our
WATERWITCH MONUMENT
INSCRIPTIONS
Cyril Gunnell’s article in last
week’s paper drew attention to the
deterioration of the writing on the
sides of this important Monument in
the Public Gardens. Fortunately Ian
Baker (in his book: ST. HELENA: ONE
MAN’S ISLAND Wilton 65; 2004)
recorded these tributes during his
time on the island. It is hoped that
indeed we can become more aware
of the importance of maintaining
the island’s historic buildings and
sites and get on with re-burying the
Remains of the Liberated Africans in
Rupert’s Valley.
Ian says that: on three sides are
listed the ship’s dead from only the first
four years of its 15 years of service.
Thomas Bush, A.B. Died at this
island 16th July, 1841, Aged 29 years.
From the effect of exposure on shore
after a gallant attempt to rescue a
watering party on the coast of Africa
by swimming through the surf with
a line
Samuel Knight, Marine. Drowned
in an attempt to board a slave vessel,
10th February 1842. Aged 24 years.
James Eddington, Boy, Died at sea
24th December 1839. Aged 18 years
James Collins, Boy. Died at sea 12th
February 1842. Aged 17 years.

citizenship rights and how important
they are.
Two St Helenians are travelling
together to the UK. On arrival they
show their passports.
One has a BOTC passport, the other
has a British/EU passport. Despite
the fact that they are both entitled
to British citizenship, as far as the
British immigration is concerned
only the holder of the British/EU
passport has the right to full British
citizenship.
Yours faithfully
Basil George

30 September 2018

Prospect Retreat
Alarm Forest
27th September 2018
Dear Councillors,
I was concerned this week to hear
the Governor discussing on radio,
and subsequently seeing the press
release, about the twining with Elba
that she proposes following her
holiday there.
However well intentioned this
proposal may be, surely, the decision
of twining should be one that
St Helenians
make and not a
WATERWITCH MONUMENT
INSCRIPTION
THIS COLUMN
WAS ERECTED BY THE
COMMANDER, OFFICERS AND
CREW
OF HER MAJESTY’S BRIG
WATERWITCH
TO THE MEMORY OF THEIR
SHIPMATES
WHO DIED WHILE SERVING ON
THE COAST OF AFRICA
A.D.1839-1843
THE GREATER NUMBER DIED
WHILE ABSENT IN CAPTURED
SLAVE VESSELS.
THEIR REMAINS WERE EITHER
LEFT IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF
AFRICA
OR GIVEN TO THE SEA;
THEIR GRAVES ALIKE
UNDISTINGUISHED.
THIS ISLAND
IS SELECTED FOR THE RECORD
BECAUSE THREE LIE BURIED
HERE
AND BECAUSE THE DECEASED AS
WELL AS
THEIR SURVIVING COMRADES
EVER MET THE WARMEST
WELCOME FROM
ITS INHABITANTS
Ian continues: - The Waterwitch
was just one of tens of British ships

unilateral decision by the Governor?
Why chose Elba? Besides both Elba
and St Helena being islands and
places of exile for Napoleon there is
very little else in common historically
or culturally.
If there is an intention to form a
twining and we are forced to use
Napoleonic links then why not
Corsica where he was born or Paris
where his remains were moved to?
However a significant number of
people who have discussed this with
me feel very strongly and have even
suggested alternatives to Elba, like
Jersey who has supported us in the
past in sporting and education links.
Or what about London where the
first settlers came from; or parts of
India like Madras with links to the
East India Company?
I respectfully request that you our
councillors have a wider discussion
with St Helenians, as to whether we
want twining, where we want to twin
with and to what purpose.
An important decision such as this
should not be at the whim of the
Governor.
Yours sincerely,
Pamela Ward Pearce.
which worked over a quarter of a Century
trying to reduce the numbers of illegal
slave ships plying from the Guinea Coast.
Melliss,
naturalist,
scientist,
historian, great observer and an
islander -- had visited a slave ship
in the 1860’s. “On it a thousand souls,
alive and dead, were packed into an
atmosphere of foetid heat, filth and
indescribable deprivation.”
The
Waterwitch
monument
commemorates not only the seamen
mentioned by name but also “their
shipmates who died while serving on the
Coast of Africa.1839-1843 the greater
number died while absent in captured
slave vessels”.
It has been estimated that in the
tens of British warship involved
in stopping the slave trade 17,000
British Seamen lost their lives.
St. Helena played an important role
during these terrible years in helping
these people - Africans and sailors
- at a time when the islanders
themselves had become desperately
poor, when Island slaves initially
had to pay for their freedom after
the Crown took over from the more
generous East India Company only 5
years earlier in 1834.
Contributed by Barbara B. George
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Lack of Capacity
in Assault Case
Andrew Turner, SAMS

In

the St Helena Magistrates’
Court Sept. 28, Myliek Josh Tomas
was found unable to stand trial.
The ruling on the issue comes after
a psychiatric report showed that Mr
Thomas did not have the mental
capacity to understand proceedings.
Mr Thomas will return to court on
Monday, Oct. 8 for a fact-finding
mission. Court will hear evidence
on the case and, depending on the
outcome, can either discharge Mr
Thomas, or make special provisions
for his custody or treatment.
Mr Thomas will remain in remand
until the fact-finding mission is
complete.

“Guilty” in
Reckless Driving
Trial
Andrew Turner, SAMS

I

n the Magistrates’ Court on
Tuesday, Oct. 2 Jamie Thomas was
found guilty after trial of reckless
driving.
Mr Thomas’ case has been
adjourned until Thursday, Oct. 4 for
a pre-sentence report. Mr Thomas
has been released on bail on the
condition that he does not drive.
At
the
trial,
Mr
Thomas’
representative
Aldham
Garner
argued that the incident was simply
a matter of careless driving and a
“momentary lapse of judgment.”
The court disagreed and found that
the standard of driving fell far below
that of a competent and safe driver.
Mr Thomas was then heard on a
separate matter of driving over the
prescribed limit, to which he pled not
guilty. This case was also adjourned,
for analysis of the blood sample.
The section headers on pages
2-3 last week, except the furthest
left column, should have read
“YOUR LETTERS.”
South Atlantic Media Services, Ltd.,
The Media Centre, Castle Gardens,
Jamestown, St Helena, South Atlantic
Ocean, STHL 1ZZ. Tel: 22727
E: news@sams.sh, W: www.sams.sh
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First Dietician Departs,
Post Won’t be Filled
Andrew Turner, SAMS

O

ver 400 people have seen St
Helena’s first dietician, Georgina
Giebner, since she arrived in April
2017.
Those 400 and more people who
grew to trust and respect Gina and
her advice were sad to see her go Gina left the island Saturday, Sept.
29 and her role is not to be replaced.
During her time on-island, Gina
worked extensively to support people
with diabetes and anaemia, and also
worked with people who wanted to
eat healthier and lose weight.
“The main issue I’ve seen is weight
management,” Gina said. “I try to
tell people not to focus on the scales
too much because they can be quite
disheartening at times. It’s better to
try to lead a healthy life, exercise and
eat as well as you can.”
Gina also worked with doctors,
carers, nurses and healthcare
assistants,
training
them
in
nutrition-related topics and helping
form guidelines and patientinformation leaflets.
Additionally,
Gina
provided
teaching on healthy eating and

wellbeing to school teachers and
students, and ‘wellbeing at work’
sessions in a variety of work places
alongside her work with the “Saint
Slimmers” fitness group.
“It certainly has been a busy year,
but, as the above shows, also a
productive one,” said an SHG press
release marking Gina’s first year.
In a recent interview on SAMS
Radio 1 Gina gave some final advice
to those who are worried they may
not be able to get dietary advice after
her departure.
“There is a new nurse coming out
to the island soon in November with
a chronic disease angle, so hopefully
she will have a bit of background in
knowing about nutrition,” Gina said.
“I don’t think the more complex
things will be covered, but speak
to your doctor and hopefully they
will be able to get some advice from
overseas. I do hope St Helena gets a
new dietician eventually.”
Although the Health Directorate is
not planning to hire another dietician,
they will be hiring a “community
specialist” who will be able to offer
some dietary and nutritional advice
“in due course.”

... cont’d from page 4
during the first year of business,
but that by year five they should be
targeting £60-£90 million.
“When
Councillor
Yon
said
£6 million, I think that is
underestimating how much we can
make,” Mark said. “£6 million will
probably be our target for the first
year of production.”
Other than the money, Mark
estimates that the proposed business
could create as many as 50 jobs in the
first year and 100 jobs by year five.
What investment would be needed?
Like any agricultural business, land
is one of the key parts of the business.
However, compared to other highvalue crops the land requirements
are quite small.
Mark estimated that 10 acres of
land would be sufficient to bring in
£30-40 million worth of produce.
There would be initial capital
required to install security and
irrigation to the site, though and
significantly, so far a funding stream
has not been sourced. But Mark said
initial support from the councillors
has been favourable, with some going
as far as to begin work reviewing
the legislation. ESH has also offered
advice in developing the idea.
“Everyone I’ve talked to about it,
especially after I’ve explained what
I’m doing, has been very positive,”
Mark said. “The main issue we need
to address here is the stigma around
cannabis.”

How would local laws change?
Cannabis has been present on the
island since the mid-late 1900s. As
court records show, while few harder
drugs seem to be present/prevalent
on the island, cannabis is a relatively
common recreational drug despite
its illegality.
Legalising cannabis has been
discussed previously on-island but Mark said his proposal means
legalising the drug for exportation
only, with cannabis remaining illegal
for use on-island.
“All we want to do is change the
law so we can grow and export it,”
he said.
Alongside legalising the drug for
export, Mark said new legislation
would need to regulate the growth of
plants and ensure that only licensed
businesses can grow.
Won’t people just steal it?
One of the largest concerns with
starting a marijuana farm on-island
is that the drug could become more
prevalent on the island, but Mark
said measures would be taken to
prevent products ending up on the
streets.
The company’s marijuana farm
would have heavy security, and
would be entirely fenced and covered
by CCTV. Staff would be subject to
security checks to ensure nothing
was taken off-site.
Further to this, the type of plant
Mark is hoping to grow would be
low in the THC compound that has
a psychoactive effect and high in

the CBD oils that provide medical
benefits – making the plant less
attractive for recreational use.
The global climate
The proposal to grow marijuana
for export comes at a time when
legislation and marijuana use is
changing worldwide.
Many countries are moving towards
legalising medical use, and even
Coca-Cola has been exploring health
drinks made with CBD oils.
And while recreational cannabis use
is still prohibited in most countries,
many countries have decriminalized
simple possession of the plant.
And in the Western World, cannabis
legislation is relaxing the most.
Canada will fully legalise cannabis
Oct. 17, following the US where
31 states have legalised medical
marijuana and nine states have fully
legalised the plant. In the UK medical
marijuana is now legal and it is also
legal to grow cannabis under licence
from the UK Government.
Cannabis tourism, in places
where recreational use is legal, has
become a booming trade. In the US
state of Colorado, cannabis tourism
has grown 51 percent since 2014,
according to a report from the state’s
Department of Revenue, which also
said the state attracted some 6.5
million cannabis tourists in 2016.
In the first month that recreational
cannabis stores opened in Colorado,
$14million of recreational cannabis
was sold. By 2017, recreational sales
had grown to almost $1.1billion.

New ESH CEED “Here to Listen”
NATIONAL AMATEUR SPORTS
ASSOCIATION OF ST HELENA

The Bi-Annual General Meeting of NASAS will be held at the
Education Learning Centre on Monday 8 October 2018 starting at
7.30 pm.
Agenda:
Welcome
Chairman’s Report
Confirmation of Minutes
Presentation of Audited Accounts
Election of Committee
Any Other Business
Members of the public are invited to attend and any person
interested in becoming a committee member of NASAS can submit
their nomination in writing with a copy of their Vetting Certificate
to the Secretary Tina Yon-Stevens by Monday 1 October 2018.

For

Andrew Turner, SAMS

the last five weeks, Dawn
Cranswick has been exploring the
island that she has been tasked with
developing over the next two years.
Dawn, the new Chief Executive for
Economic Development (CEED) for
Enterprise St Helena (ESH), has an
extensive background in developing
small businesses. She worked for the
PNE Group, a firm that helps develop
small businesses across the globe,
since 1990 and served as PNE’s CEO
for the last seven years.
“Supporting small businesses and
supporting economic development
is something I am very passionate
about, and it’s something I’ve been
involved in for a long time,” she said.
Dawn first got involved with St
Helena when she put together a
potential project for PNE Group the project never went further than

the initial idea, but Dawn remained
interested in the island. So when
the role of CEED opened up, she was
keen to apply.
Dawn is now adjusting to the island
by talking with businesses and
individuals. Once she has a firmer
grip on the barriers and needs of
businesses on St Helena, she will use
that knowledge to plan what ESH can
do to better serve St Helena.
“One of the things that I promised
myself is that I would be in listening
mode for the first couple of months,”
Dawn said. “So what I’ve been doing
is going out and spending time
listening to all kinds of businesses
and getting an impression of how
they see the economy works, what
the challenges are, how their
different business models work and
where they see the opportunities.”
Already though, Dawn identified the

current work to enable private-sector
development as very important, and
she said she wants to ensure that this
work doesn’t drop.
Dawn said local businesses are
struggling, but there are great
opportunities for businesses to thrive
– especially based on the impressive
resilience of local business owners
that are faced with problems, and
those business owners’ creativity in
finding solutions.
“I think we need to have a
collaborative
agenda
and
we
need to be mindful of all of the
opportunities,” she said. “I can see
lots of opportunities on the island,
where I need to work a bit harder is
to understand how many of those
opportunities are viable.”
Dawn also said she was “extremely
pleased” with the ESH team and said
she felt “lucky” to have them.
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SHG Launches Business Survey
Andrew Turner, SAMS

SHG’s

Statistics Office and
Enterprise St Helena (ESH) have
teamed up to survey local businesses.
The aim is to understand what local
businesses need in order to develop
and grow.
There has been significant demand
in recent months for labour in the
tourism and hospitality sectors, and
many businesses are struggling to
survive post-Airport.
“We are conducting this survey to
get information about the business
environment, including particularly
the labour market and what
constraints businesses face in terms
of progressing their business,”
said Statistical Commissioner Neil
Fantom.
The survey, which will be sent to
businesses over the next week, will
ask questions about employment,
leave, benefits and what people
need so that they can grow their

businesses.
This is the first survey of its kind
since eight years ago, although
the previous survey focused on
employment alone.
“From an ESH perspective we are
very mindful that the last survey of
this nature was taken in 2010,” said
Rob Midwinter, Director of Policy
Development & Social Enterprise
at ESH. “We’ve come a long way
since then. What we’re looking
to do is, in this post-air-access
situation with a new Sustainable
Economic Development Plan, is to
get information from the business
community that helps to support
what direction we’re travelling in.”
The survey is compulsory under the
Statistics Ordinance and will be sent
to all businesses excepting those that
are only employing either zero or one
person.
As sensitive questions are asked in
the survey, Neil was keen to reassure

business owners that the data will
be kept strictly confidential. The
Statistics Team will also be on hand
to help any businesses that are
struggling to complete their form.
ESH will use the data gathered
to help improve their product and
elected members may also use the
data to inform decisions on economic
legislation and policy.
“Right now the information coming
to us is that there is quite a problem
in the hospitality sector with
labour,” said Economic Development
Committee Chair Councillor Lawson
Henry. “What this survey will do for
us is give us the evidence so we can
make decisions. It is very important,
not only to government but to the
businesses themselves.”
Data should be gathered together
by the end of November and data
analysis would take place over
December so that results can be
published in the new year.

Flashlights for Napoleon Street
Cyril (Ferdie) Gunnell, SAMS

When Connect Saint Helena, Ltd.

(Connect) was divested April 1, 2013
responsibility for the island’s street
lighting remained with the St Helena
Government (SHG). Connect now
carries out work when requested by
SHG on a contract basis.
ENRD has received complaints
about Napoleon Street being in
complete darkness for many weeks
now, but the problem has still not
been resolved; people have been
using flashlights to keep safe.
Darkness remains at the top of
the street, but the problem was
alleviated slightly when three solar
lights, which only illuminate the
area immediately beneath them,
were installed in the lower part of
Napoleon Street.
“We got alerted to the problem of
three streetlights not working in
Napoleon Street,” Roads Manager
Deon Robbertse said on Oct. 1 to The
Sentinel. “We alerted Connect who,
after investigating, reported back
that there is a problem with the
power cable to the lights.”
But as Connect is responsible
only for the maintenance of the
streetlights, the replacement cost for
the power cable will fall to ENRD –

but as ENRD was planning to replace
all the island’s mercury-vapour
streetlights with solar lights, they
initially didn’t look into the cost/
capacity for repairing the power cable
(which could be made redundant if
solar lights were sourced).
“I am busy with Derek’s help to
put in a bid for Capital Funding to
try and replace all (or at least some)
of the mercury vapour lights with
solar, and holding thumbs that this
will be approved,” Deon said. “These
solar lights will basically [be] free
from any electricity consumption.
[So] I asked Connect to hold back on
quoting the repair of the cable, to see
if we cannot source some solar lights
[as I] do not want to spend money
on fixing the cable and three months
later replace the lights with solartype.”
So as temporary alleviation of
the problem, ENRD “identified
three solar lights that were in use
elsewhere on-island, and requested
Connect to remove these three lights
and install them in [lower] Napoleon
Street.”
“I have also asked Connect to
identify one or two more solar lights
(elsewhere
installed
on-island)
to try and beef up the lights in

Napoleon Street,” Deon said. “I am
still awaiting their answer. Hopefully
all will get resolved in due time.”
There is no stock of solar lights on
the island – which is why existing
solar lights are being removed from
elsewhere on the island in order to
replace the lights in Napoleon Street.
As it will take considerable time to
import more solar lights, ENRD has
reached back out to Connect for a
cost estimate for repairing the power
cable.
“Unfortunately we do not have any
stock of solar lights in hand at the
moment (hence the reason to remove
existing solar lights elsewhere onisland to replace the broken ones in
Napoleon Street),” Deon said. “The
matter has come up again at the last
Highways Authority meeting and
I was requested to ask Connect for
a quote to replace the cable – this
request (for an estimate to repair the
cable) was passed on.”
SHG has got itself into a situation
where no solar lights are in stock.
So unless Connect can identify solar
lights elsewhere installed on the
island, or SHG puts in a request for
the cable to be repaired, flashlights
in Napoleon Street could become the
norm, it would seem.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS

First woman Physics
Nobel winner in 55 years
Paul Rincon, BBC News

The Nobel Prize in Physics has

been awarded to a woman for the
first time in 55 years.
Donna Strickland, from Canada, is
only the third woman winner of the
award, along with Marie Curie, who
won in 1903, and Maria GoeppertMayer, who was awarded the prize in
1963.
Dr Strickland shares this year’s
prize with Arthur Ashkin, from the
US, and Gerard Mourou, from France.
It recognises their discoveries in
the field of laser physics.
Dr Ashkin developed a laser
technique described as optical
tweezers, which is used to study
biological systems.
Drs Mourou and Strickland paved
the way for the shortest and most
intense laser pulses ever created.
They developed a technique called
Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA).
It has found uses in laser therapy
targeting cancer and in the millions
of corrective laser eye surgeries
which are performed each year.
Speaking to the BBC, Dr Strickland
said it was “surprising” it had been
such a long time since a woman had
won the award.
However, she stressed that she had
“always been treated as an equal”,
and that “two men also won it with
me, and they deserve this prize as
much if not more than me”.
The award comes a few days after
a physicist gave a “highly offensive”
lecture at the Cern particle physics
laboratory in Geneva in which he
said that physics had been “built by
men” and that male scientists were
being discriminated against.
He has since been suspended by the
research centre.

Did You Know?
Facts About
Physics

Oct. 2, 2018

Dr Strickland called the physicist’s
remarks “silly” and said she never
took such comments “personally”.
The last woman to win the physics
prize,
German-born
American
physicist Maria Goeppert-Mayer,
took the award for her discoveries
about the nuclei of atoms.
Polish-born physicist Marie Curie
shared the 1903 award with her
husband Pierre Curie and Antoine
Henri Becquerel for their research
into radioactivity.
The award is worth a total of nine
million Swedish kronor (£770,686;
$998,618).
Reacting to her win, Dr Strickland,
who is based at the University of
Waterloo in Canada, said: “First of
all you have to think it’s crazy, so
that was my first thought. And you
do always wonder if it’s real.
“As far as sharing it with Gerard,
of course he was my supervisor and
mentor and he has taken CPA to great
heights so he definitely deserves this
award. And I’m so happy Art Ashkin
also won.”
She added: “I think that he made so
many discoveries early on that other
people have done great things with
that it’s fantastic that he is finally
recognised.”
In a statement, the American
Institute of Physics (AIP) offered its
congratulations to all the winners,
adding: “The countless applications
made possible by their work, like
laser eye surgery, high-power
pettawat lasers, and the ability to
trap and study individual viruses and
bacteria, only promise to increase
going forward.
“It is also a personal delight to
see Dr Strickland break the 55-year
hiatus since a woman has been
If you hold up a grain of sand, the
patch of sky it covers contains 10,000
galaxies.
Your car has more computing power
than the system that guided Apollo
astronauts to the Moon.

You could hang 40kg from a gecko and it wouldn’t fall off the ceiling.
(Unfortunately, if you really tried to hang 40kg from a gecko, it’s likely that
it wouldn’t survive since its muscles and skeleton aren’t designed to take
such a large force - but it would still be stuck to the ceiling due to the ‘van
der Waals force’ of its incredibly sticky feet).

awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics,
making this year’s award all the
more historic.”
What is the work that has won a
Nobel?
Before Dr Strickland and Dr
Mourou’s pioneering work, the peak
power of laser pulses was limited
because, when cranked up to high
intensities, they would destroy the
material used for amplifying its
energy.
To get round this, the researchers
first stretched the laser pulses in
time to reduce their peak power,
then amplified them and finally
compressed them.
When a laser pulse is compressed in
time and becomes shorter, more light
is packed into a small space. This
dramatically increases the intensity
of the pulse.
Dr Strickland and Dr Mourou’s
technique, called chirped pulse
amplification
(CPA),
became
standard for high intensity lasers.
Arthur Ashkin realised an old
dream in science fiction - using the
radiation pressure of light to move
physical objects. In doing so, he
invented the optical tweezers that
are today used to grab particles,
atoms, viruses and living cells with
their laser-based pincers.
He first worked on getting laser
light to push small particles towards
the centre of the beam and hold them
there.
Then, in 1987, he used the tweezers
to capture living bacteria without
harming them. The technique is now
used widely to study the machinery
of life.

The center of mass is the point at
which we can imagine the entire
mass of the object is concentrated as
a point mass.
If you stack books on top of each
other with each staggered exactly
halfway across the one beneath it (at
the center of mass) and off the edge
of the table, the stack will not fall.
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Diving St Helena

sub-tropic adventures
S

ub-Tropic Adventures, owned and operated fulltime
since 2011 by St Helenian Anthony Thomas, offers Padi
Courses, fully guided dive tours, sport fishing trips, dolphin
watching, whale watching and snorkelling with whale
sharks.
This year, Sub-Tropic Adventures and St Helena itself have
been nominated for the Dive Travel Awards 2018 (see page
19 for further information).
In celebration of our world-class waters and dive operators,
The Sentinel is featuring diving this October, before votes
for the Dive Travel Awards 2018 close at the end of
the month.

matter where you live on the island
it’s a maximum 25min drive and
you’re at the meeting point.
All commercial dives with SubTropic Adventures are organised by
Anthony and his team: Dive numbers
depend on the season, in winter the
numbers drop and in summer they
pick up. The first dive that I had to
lead was 14 divers – a yearly average
I would say is 10 divers.
St Helena is also perfect for diving
as the water is (for me) very warm. In
summer we can expect water that’s

Diving with a whale shark off the
coast of St Helena. Photo provided by
William Knipe.

Travelling to St Helena
I am originally from Gansbaai
South Africa – a small town close to
the southern tip of Africa (Agulhas),
where majority of the White Shark
cage-diving operations take place.
Gansbaai (Shark Alley, a stretch of
open water between Geyser Rock and
Dyer Island) is regarded as the Great
White capital of the world.
In Gansbaai, I grew up around
the ocean. So I guess the ocean has
engrained itself into my way of life.
Before I moved to Saint Helena I
worked as a deckhand and tour guide
on a whale-watching boat for Dyer
Island Cruises in Gansbaai.
I have now lived on St Helena for
almost 4-and-a-half years.
Not long after moving to St
Helena, I took interest in diving but
unfortunately I wasn’t able to take it
on due to the tough time schedule I
had working for Basil Read.
Luckily, I was fortunate enough to
be sent for First Aid and Secondary
Training through Basil Read, and
that’s where I met Anthony Thomas
[of Sub-Tropic Adventures]. After
explaining the time situation, he
shifted his schedule and I was able to
start with my dive training.

The path to a divemaster
One
thing
I
have
learned
through education and apply to all
environments I find myself in, is that
learning is a lifelong journey and we
never get too old to learn new things.
So I guess I take on all opportunities
like a sponge and try to learn as much
as I can; that is what influenced my
decision to start with my divemaster.
To complete your divemaster you
have to fulfil the following tasks:
Draw dive maps, lead dives, assist
with diver training sessions and
complete a divemaster theory exam.
I’m doing my divemaster course
and training through Anthony
Thomas
from
Sub-Tropic
Adventures. Anthony acts as my
teacher and mentor. In the dive-class
environment I act as logistical lead
and teaching assistant while Anthony
acts as teacher. Anthony gives me
guidance in practical environments
(leading dives, class dives) and as
teacher in the theory section.
I also have to credit the wider
SCUBA community and Saint Helena
Dive Club for all the support and
advice that they have shared over the
last few years. The knowledgebase
on St Helena is fantastic and without
others’ love for diving and the ocean,

I would not be where I am today
SCUBA-wise.
I am hoping to complete my
divemaster by December. I started in
June, but due to my trainee program
and wide range of subjects that I
have chosen to teach my divemaster
course has taken a backseat. But
December should be manageable.
St Helena’s waters
Logistically, St Helena is perfect. No

“What’s my favourite diving
experience? One is when we were
diving off Long Ledge and a Devil
Ray came to check us out, whilst
a turtle came casually swimming
between all the divers. It reminded
me of a Walt Disney scene. But there
are literally 100s of experiences –
every dive is different, and every
time, you see something special.
That’s the beauty of the ocean, it
reveals its secrets to those who dare
to explore it.” – William Knipe

St Helena is a unique and wonderful place with lots of opportunity. But this is a challenging era for St Helena – for businesses, for ndividuals and for overall economic development. SAMS has partnered
with ESH to check in with two businesses a month and maintain coverage on these important but underreported stories of challenges and success in the local economy.

+24°C and in winter a minimum of
17°C. What I’m used to averages 14°C,
so St Helena is pretty warm.
Also we don’t have any large
predators around our coast, which
lowers the stress levels for novices
who do have that fear lurking in the
back of their minds.
St Helena is the perfect classroom
for diving! You have great operators
to teach you and a vast SCUBA
community to guide you on one of
the greatest adventures you could
embark on.

Book of
the Week
Public Library Service

St Helena’s waters and dive
operators are world-class
and consistently getting
international recognition. SubTropic Adventures for instance
(https://www.stadventures.
com/) can help you get to
know our clear, warm waters
that provide amazing views
of shipwrecks, marine life and
more. And the cost of diving
St Helena, is relatively cheap.

William Knipe, age 28, is a trainee teacher at
Prince Andrew School and is nearing completion of
his divemaster with Anthony Thomas/Sub-Tropic
Adventures.
Below, William gives a firsthand account of what it’s
like learning to dive in St Helena’s waters (he had never
SCUBA-dived before coming to the island); and about
the experience of acquiring a divemaster with Sub-Tropic
Adventures.

William Knipe, Contributed
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Photo provided by Beth Taylor.

2018 Yacht Race
a first-person account

T

Andrew Turner, SAMS

his year sees the return of the
Governor’s Cup Yacht Race, under
the new name of ‘The Cape to St
Helena Yacht Race’ (the name was
changed by the Race Committee, as
they wished to emphasise St Helena
as a travel destination).
I will, assuming my passport
arrives on time, be a part of the
seven-person crew that will be led by
skipper James Herne in this race. The
rest of the team consists of James’
son, Josh Herne; Darren O’Dean;
Michael Owen; Dennis Owen; and
Shavone Hayes.
I’m hoping to be able to bring you
along with us through these updates
as we train for the race, sail to the
Cape and become the first all-Saint
crew on a Saint-owned yacht to take
part in the race.
Communications will be difficult
(it’s not like we will have 4g in the
middle of the ocean), but we do have
access to a satellite phone. The calls
will have to be severely limited but
I will be able to give some updates

during the race itself.
We will be sailing James’ yacht
Carpe Diem down to South Africa in
December to join the race, which
starts on Boxing Day. Until then, we
will be training hard.
Over the last few weeks we have
been going out on the water every
Sunday, learning how Carpe Diem
works and making sure we can sail
as fast as possible for the race.
Last Sunday, after helping to clean
the hull of the yacht (which makes the
boat sail faster) we also had our first
go at flying a spinnaker. A spinnaker
is a massive sail at the front of the
yacht, which keeps the yacht moving
quickly even when there is very little
wind. Using this sail properly could
make a massive difference to our
times during the race, as we have
to make the most out of every bit of
wind that comes our way.
I think it’s fair to say that we are
thoroughly enjoying every session
and are looking forward to the race.
What an adventure this is going to
be.

N

atasha Leonova’s beauty saved
her life. Discovered on a freezing
Moscow street by a Russian
billionaire, she has lived for seven
years under his protection. Believing
his generosity will always keep her
safe, Natasha is careful not to dwell
on Vladimir’s ruthlessness or the
deadly circles he moves in. Until
she meets Theo Luca. The son of a
famous and difficult artist, Theo and
his mother own a restaurant filled
with his late father’s artwork.
There, on a warm June evening,
Theo first encounters Natasha, the
most beautiful woman he has ever
seen. And there, Vladimir lays eyes
on Luca’s artwork. Two dangerous
obsessions begin.
Please reserve by contacting the
following:
Telephone Number: 22580
Email: publiclibrary@helanta.co.sh
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SCHOOL PAGE
Every Wednesday
Wednesday 10th October
1930 – 2030 Prayer Meeting
All are Welcome
For further information contact:
Pastor Paul Millin Tel No 22267
DIOCESE OF SAINT HELENA
Activities at the Army this weekend
FRIDAY 5TH OCTOBER 2018
‘QUALITY SECONDS’ SHOP CLOSED

BAPTIST CHURCH
BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday Service - 7th October
Sandy Bay Chapel
08.45 pm
Head O’Wain Chapel
10.45 pm
Jamestown Chapel
6.00 pm
Bible Studies
Tuesday - 9th October
Jamestown Schoolroom
7.00 pm
Thursday - 11th October
Sandy Bay Chapel
5.30 pm
ALL ARE WELCOME

SATURDAY 6TH OCTOBER 2018
SALE.SALE. SALE. SALE AT
THE JAMESTOWN HALL FROM
10AM TILL LATE. DON’T MISS
OUT. FOOD, FUN, AND LOTS OF
BARGAINS. SHOP FOR LESS WITH
THE SALVATION ARMY.
SUNDAY 7TH OCTOBER 2018
MORNING SERVICE AT THE HALF
TREE HOLOW HALL AT 11AM. ALL
ARE WARMLY WELCOME.
EVERY WEDNESDAY EVENING
PRAYER MEETING & BIBLE STUDY
AT THE HALF TREE HOLLOW HALL
AT 7.30 PM. ALL ARE WELCOME.
There is always a warm welcome for
you at the Salvation Army.

BAHA’I FAITH
www.sthelenabahai.org
“There can be no doubt whatever
that the peoples of the world, of
whatever race or religion, derive
their inspiration from one heavenly
Source, and are the subjects of one
God. The difference between the
ordinances under which they abide
should be attributed to the varying
requirements and exigencies of the
age in which they were revealed. …”
-Baha’i Scripture
			
DEVOTIONAL MEETING
BAHA’I CENTRE
Gumwoods
8pm
THURSDAY EVENINGS
ALL ARE WELCOME
Telephone 24342

If you would like to know more
about The Salvation Army’s
activities, contact Lt. Coral Yon on
telephone nos 22703/24358.
Take care and God bless.

The Cathedral Parish of St Paul
Sunday 7 October - 27 Sunday of the
Year
8.00 a.m. Eucharist
Cathedral
10.00 a.m. Sung Eucharist Cathedral
3.30 p.m. Reserved Sacrament
St Peters
Thursday 11 October
10.00 a.m. Eucharist
St Swithins
Sunday 14 October - 28 Sunday of
the Year
8.00 a.m. Eucharist
Cathedral
9.30 a.m. Eucharist/Harvest Festival
			
St Martin
11.15 a.m. Reserved Sacrament		
St Helena and the Cross
5.30 p.m. Choral Evensong Cathedral
The Parish of St James
Sunday 7 October - 27 Sunday of the
Year
9.30 a.m. Sung Eucharist
St James
3.30 p.m. Eucharist
St Michael
Wednesday 10 October
7.30 a.m. Eucharist
St James
Thursday 11 October
7.00 p.m. Eucharist with Healing/
Cancer Awareness
St John
Sunday 14 October - 28 Sunday of
the Year
9.30 a.m. Sung Eucharist
St John
7.00 p.m. Evening Prayer
St James
Parish of St Matthew
Sunday 7 October - 27 Sunday of the
Year
11.15 a.m. Reserve Sacrament St Mark

Saturday 6th October 2018
0915 – 1000
Sabbath School Programme
1000 – 1045 Group Bible Study
1100 – 1200 Divine Service
1400 – 1500 Family Life

Tuesday 9 October
7.00 p.m. Reserve Sacrament St Mark
Sunday 14 October - 28 Sunday of
the Year
11.15 a.m. Sung Eucharist/Parade/
Harvest Festival
St Mark

Teaching is like a lighthouse.
Our role as teachers is to educate; to guide our students so they go into the world understanding their place in it. We guide students through the
learning process, just as a lighthouse helps sailors. We attract and invite, much as a lighthouse attracts seagoing vessels to an island. It lights the
path of ships at sea, uncovering unseen obstacles and showing the way to safety. Sometimes, the children's paths might be rough and
tough, just like those of a sailor, but the end result, whether it be learning a new concept or reaching land, is worth it. Sometimes,
students look for us when they are struggling, and again, this is similar to the lighthouse's job when a sailor is on a quest to find land. As
teachers, we work through academic, emotional and personal experiences and challenges, in order for our pupils to overcome obstacles
and achieve personal success. We light the way, protecting and supporting them, and guide them to a safe exit path, to their next steps
with confidence and competence.
Extract taken from Head Teacher’s speech at Pilling Primary Prize Presentation and Open Day – August 2018
I joined the teaching profession sixteen years ago. When I started in the profession, I really enjoyed it and I still do today. I feel that this was the
route I wanted to take. Teaching children gives you the chance to make a huge, positive impact on their lives. It is a very challenging but rewarding
job which is why for the past sixteen years this is what I have been doing.
I started as a Support Assistant, working for four years in the Learning Support Centre, which was at that time in the ex-Jamestown First School. I
worked with pupils who had disabilities. During that time I put myself through night school to get my qualifications. I then moved on to Pilling School
as a Teaching Assistant. I was later promoted to a Higher Level Teaching Assistant. Later, I went through the SCITT program (School Centred Initial
Teacher Training) which was a fast track program into teaching based on qualifications and experience. I then became a Locally Qualified Teacher.
Today I am the Year 6 class teacher also the senior teacher (which is part of the School Management Team) and the Maths Coordinator at Pilling
Primary School. I am very proud of my achievements in the teaching profession. Meggie Brooks-Yr 6 teacher/Senior teacher
I began my teaching career at the age of eighteen. I enrolled on a teaching training course at the Teacher Education Center, along with two others.
To become a Locally Qualified Teacher back then, one had to do two years of training and a two year probationary period. Teaching training was very
interesting and I would say it was one of the highlights of my career. I had the pleasure of working with some very good tutors who made those four
years informative, fun and inspiring. Having passed my teacher training at the age of twenty two I was then based at Jamestown First School under the
leader ship of Mrs Muriel Leo. I then left the island for six years and on my return I took up teaching again at Pilling Primary School. Having been out
of the profession for a number of years I decided to become a Teaching Assistant. My aim was to work my way back up the teaching ladder until I felt
confident enough to take my own class. A lot had changed in the time that I was away therefore through observation and practice I learnt a lot more.
The great thing about teaching is that learning never stops. We are always faced with challenges and are expected to use different teaching styles
that works best for our young learners. Teaching is definitely the job for me; it is never boring and it keeps you on your toes and teaches us patience,
dedication and empathy. Although it can be very tiring at times, it is well worth it, to see little minds grow.
A teacher plants the seeds of knowledge, Sprinkles them with love and patiently nurtures their growth To produce tomorrows dreams.
Tara Caswell – Yr 1 Teacher, Pilling Primary School
What inspired me to become a Teaching Assistant.
I started at Pilling Primary School as a School Secretary for 8
years; during this time I built a positive relationship with students
and parents and decided I wanted to help children to further their
learning. In September 2015 I had the opportunity to have an
insight into the Teaching Assistant (TA) role at St Pauls’ Primary
School for a month working across all classes; this I thoroughly
enjoyed. In November I returned to Pilling Primary and joined
the Nursery/Reception class. In January 2016 I accepted a 1:1 TA
role working with a pupil with additional needs. This I did for 3
years before supporting another child on a one to one basis also
with additional needs. Although this role can be very challenging,
I enjoy it as is very rewarding when one is able to see the progress
that has been made. I feel proud to be part of their life learning
and it also gives me a great sense of achievement in my role as
Teaching Assistant. Tina Brady -Teaching Assistant
I started my career in 2004 as an ESA (Educational
Support Assistant) giving one to one support in
Longwood First School with an Autistic pupil. In 2006
I became a Teaching Assistant holding a permanent
post. I continued working with the same pupil
throughout primary education and also into part of
secondary schooling.
I really enjoyed this type of teaching; it was challenging
but rewarding as I could see a lot of achievements
from both the student and myself. In 2014 I moved
to Pilling Primary School still as a Teaching Assistant
but supporting groups of children in the classroom.
I worked mostly with Key Stage One (Years 1 and 2)
which I enjoyed although it was different to what
I had been doing. Now I am a Teaching Assistant
working in the Early Years setting and have had a
year’s experience in the Nursery which is so much
different, as it involves learning through play and a
lot of outdoor activities. Again I enjoyed it.
Now I am in the Reception class (compulsory
schooling) which also is challenging yet again
rewarding because the children are prepared for more
formal, academic work. It is a pleasure to work with
them and to see the improvement that they make in
their learning. Teaching is a rewarding job.
Teaching Assistant - Claris George

I have been in education for 10 years. When I left school I attended college in
the UK for 3 years whilst working as a Teaching Assistant in a nursery school
setting. I then went on to experience teaching in a Reception class, Year 1/ 2 and
Year 6- I also had experience with working as a one to one Teaching Assistant
with a child with autism. I stayed in this school for 4 years until my family
and I decided to return to St Helena. I then became one of the Pilling Primary
team where I have been for nearly 6 years- I have had experience in teaching
from Nursery through to Year 6. I have progressed from a one to one, Teaching
Assistant to a Higher Level Teaching Assistant and now to a Teacher. I have
learnt so much from each of my job roles, I have now become more confident in
planning, teaching and evaluating my lessons. My next aim is to complete my
Level 4 Certificate in Teaching Learning (a UK accredited Course) and to gain
Locally Qualified Teaching Status. I enjoy working with the young children of
our community- Each day is different- It doesn’t always go to the lesson plan!
However it is a very challenging but rewarding job and I feel lucky to do a job
that I love! Class teacher- Cherilee Cranfield

Having arrived back to St Helena in 2009 and conversing with a family member in the
teaching profession, I was inspired to join the teaching profession. I was blessed by being
successful for a job as a one to one Teaching Assistant supporting a very special boy at
Harford Primary. After a few years he moved on to Prince Andrew and I made the decision
to stay within the Primary sector, where I had further training and did some observations at
Pilling Primary. I enjoyed the work as Teaching Assistant in Year 2 learning the ropes from
the more experienced class teacher and enhancing my knowledge. I was then encouraged
to gain further experience and was promoted to Higher Level Teaching Assistant, involving
teaching 25% of the timetable for whole class teaching. Just over a year ago a new Maths
scheme, ‘Inspire Maths’ was introduced which required horizontal group teaching. A
Teacher was needed to teach year 1 and 2 independently. I was appointed that responsibility
as Classroom Instructor.
I have thoroughly enjoyed the past nine years in my role within the teaching profession.
Building an honest and reliable relationship with children in a teacher’s role is an important
part of the job. Each child is unique and has to be treated differently but yet the same.
There has always been moments that has kept a smile on my face. When a child grasps
the understanding of a particular strategy with their Maths and Literacy, their little faces
literally lights up and they say “Miss I’ve got it, can you mark it? ” or… when they have a
tiny scratch and are in need of a comforting hand that makes it all better. Yes it comes with
challenges and hard work but it is these moments that are the special rewards that makes
my job more enjoyable and worthwhile. It’s the Planting off tiny seeds that makes a child
flourish and grows forever. Mrs Winnie Thomas – Classroom Instructor
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PUZZLETIME:
OCTOBER 5 - WORLD
TEACHERS’ DAY
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Agricycle
Education & Demonstration Day
Supply Local, Buy Local, Recycle!
When: 28 October 2018
Where: SHAPE & Sandy Bay Community
Centre
Time: 11am till 3pm
The 2018 Agriculture Programme will be co-hosting this
event with SHAPE and the main focus of the day will be on
recycling, demonstration and education.
This will also be an opportunity for producers to sell fresh
and secondary produce, plants, crafts, etc.

World
Teachers’
Day Word
Search

www.sams.sh
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TIME OUT
Did You Know?
Teachers’ Day is celebrated worldwide for the commemoration of teachers’ special
contributions to society.
Oct. 3 is the anniversary of Basil George, in 1970, becoming the first St Helenian to
return to the island after graduating from university.
He was then a teacher and headteacher on the island.

World Teachers’ Day

Can you find the words
associated with World
Teachers’ Day in the grid?

RIDDLE ME
THIS!

Q. If a rooster laid 11
eggs and the farmer
took 5 of them and
another rooster laid
14 eggs and 5 of them
were rotten, how
many eggs were left?
A. Roosters don’t lay eggs

If you are interested please contact Delia Du Preez to book
a stall.
For more information please contact
Delia Du Preez, Business
Development Co-ordinator on
telephone 22920 or email
delia.dupreez@esh.co.sh
Enabling Tourism and Economic Growth

Head Office | ESH Business Park | Ladder Hill | Tel: +290 22920 | Email: info@esh.co.sh
Visit us online Business and Investment: www.investinsthelena.com
Tourism: www.sthelenatourism.com

World’s Best
Teacher Colouring
Picture
Q: How is an English teacher like
a judge?
A: They both give out sentences.
Teacher: I hope I didn't see you
looking at John's exam?
Student: I hope you didn’t either.

Who’s your favourite
teacher? Colour in this
teacher with the colours
of your choice, and don’t
forget to say “thank you”
to your teacher.
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Annual General Meeting 2018

Date: Monday 22nd October 2018 l Time: 4:30pm l Where: The Museum
Join us at the Museum for our 2018 AGM. Members and non-members are welcomed. Please let us know in
advance of nominations for the Community Development Organisation (CDO) committee.
Items on the agenda include the year in review and an updated constitution with a view to being agreed
and adopted on the night. Printed copies available on request via e-mail community.sthelena@gmail.com
Changes to our constitution was undertaken with two aims in mind; (1)Tidy up, making sure the
Constitution is coherent in referencing and gives an overview of activities that need to be undertaken and
(2)Simplify, removing sections no longer relevant and making the constitution more streamlined.
Updated sections are as follows:








objectives: in line with Strategic Plan 2018 -21
powers: simplified language, change from specific detailed powers to broader powers to further the
objectives
membership age: lowered to 16 - simplified the text on membership in general
honorary officers: all now elected at AGM
individual Management committee members: increased from max 3 to max 5 elected individuals
lowered quorum at General meetings from 25 to 12 due to current number of members
removed
o "sections for furtherance of a specific activity" as covered through sub-committees;
o "annual consultative forum meeting" as the communication between CDO and affiliated
groups is managed through policies and procedures for the CDO manager
o roles and responsibilities of honorary officers, moved to policies and procedures
o sections related to the community centre as the CDO no longer runs the community centre

The Community Development Organisation is a small voluntary group working at the intersection of
community development to improve social, sustainable, and community resilience. Our services include
financial and non-financial support to the civil society sector on St Helena. Come along if you would like to
learn more or join our committee. For further information please contact Kirsty Joshua on 23999.

GladTidings

OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD
Glad Tidings magazine will help you
understand the Bible and how God’s
plan for His future Kingdom on earth
will affect you. If you would like it
delivered FREE for 6 months - fill
in these details and send them to the
address below.

Your Name (BLOCK CAPITALS please)
___________________________________________________________________

Address

________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

______________________________________

Country ___________________

Write for the offer to:
CBM, C/o Apartment 9, Scarlet Oak, 911-913 Warwick
Rd,Solihull,
UK,B91 3EP

DARK HISTORYRS
8th to 11th October 2018

8 October - High Knoll Fort Tour

U
O
T

Once operating as a military defence structure, and against the backdrop of
the scene where troops devised an ill-fated 1811 mutiny - Why not take an
evening stroll through history where the island’s largest Fort paints a picture
of hangings, captures and imprisonments.
Time: 6pm | Duration: 45 minutes | Cost: Free | Guide: Magma Way Ltd.

9 October - Plantation House Tour
Warning! This is not your ordinary Plantation House Tour. Explore this
country house at night and unlock the spooky mysteries that lay within.
End the night by unearthing the story of the nearby Butcher’s Grave.
Time: 7pm | Duration: approx. 1 hour | Cost: £10pp | Guide: Debbie Yon

Blasting leaves or stains
off your walkways with
water is one way to
remove them, but
brushing with a broom
to first loosen the dirt
and grime will decrease
your water use and save
you time in the long run.

10 & 11 October - Haunted History Bus Tour
A thrilling historical tour that relives some of the island’s most
spine-shivering stories. This journey takes you though the streets of
Jamestown, Half Tree Hollow and St Paul’s, ending at the haunted house of
Oakland’s, where the resident ghosts await to meet you!

Time: 6:30pm| Duration: approx. 2 hours |Cost: £15pp | Guide: Phil Mercury

Book now if you dare!
Contact the St Helena Tourist Office
on Tel: 22158 or creep in.
Limited spaces available| Age restrictions apply
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BBC Atlantic Relay Station
Ascension Island
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Vacancy for Communications Technician or Trainee
Communications Technician
A vacancy has arisen for a full-time Communications Technician or
Communications Technician at the BBC Atlantic Relay Station, Ascension Island.

Trainee

VOTE NOW!

The post holder will form part of the Transmitting Station’s engineering team, which is
responsible for the maintenance of the transmitters and associated systems, to ensure that all
scheduled programmes are transmitted to the agreed service level.

Both St Helena and Sub-Tropic Adventures have been
shortlisted for the Dive Travel Awards 2018, in association
with Dive Magazine.

This post is being offered as a Single or Accompanied status fixed-term contract.
Any offer of employment will be conditional on passing a medical examination and will be subject
to a three month probationary period.

Visit the website on bit.ly/2LRZAMa enter a valid email
address and vote for St Helena (Destination) and
Sub-Tropic Adventures (Dive Centres or Resorts).

Essential Qualifications/Experience:
• GCSE Maths, English and Science Grade C or above.
• Ability to communicate well, both verbally and in writing, with both internal and external
customers.
• Ability to maintain accurate technical and administrative records.
• Strong self motivation and the ability to work with minimum supervision.
• IT Competent.
• Ability and willingness to carry out call-out/standby duties and to work flexible
hours if required.
Desirable Qualifications / Experience
• Good knowledge of safe working practices and safety procedure.
• Qualified to BTEC National Certificate Level or equivalent credential in a relevant subject
(Electrical, Electronics, Communications and/or Radio Frequency).
• Experience in Electrical, Electronics, Communications and/or Radio Frequency.
• Standard knowledge of HF propogation and Data Communications.
• Ability to analyse technical problems and undertake standard fault finding.
• Consistent and developed practical experience of a transmitting station’s operation and
maintenance work.
• Workshop skills including hand and power tools.
• High Voltage Authorisation or related experience.
• Class A driving licence.
Further Qualifications/Experience requirements are detailed in the Job Description.
Please contact the Administration Officer on +247 66800 (Extn 102) or email
glen.yon@babcock.co.ac for a Job Application Form, Job Description and for further
information regarding this post.
Applications to be sent to:
Admin Officer
BBC Atlantic Relay Station, English Bay
Ascension Island (or email glen.yon@babcock.co.ac)
Applications should be submitted by the 19th October 2018.

Voting closes 31 October.

Enabling Tourism and Economic Growth

Head Office | ESH Business Park | Ladder Hill | Tel: +290 22920 | Email: info@esh.co.sh
Visit us online Business and Investment: www.investinsthelena.com | Tourism: www.sthelenatourism.com

The winners of the Scouts September
Jackpot Draw were as follows:
1st prize - £100 – Meeka-Rose Richards– HTH – 23547 Ticket No. 155; 2nd prize - £50 –Valerie Henry– Ruperts Ticket No. 199; 3rd prize - £25 –Monica Yon – Ticket No.
290 4th prize - £25 – Max Richards– HTH - Tel: 23547
– Ticket No. 393.
The Draw for October will take place at the Standard
Bar on 26 October 2018.
Tickets are available from the following vendors:
Sylvia Stevens (Options), the Inkwell, Standard Bar,
Debbie’s Hair salon (Market), Rose & Crown, Thorpe’s
Wholesale, Sharon MacDaniel, MTB’s Mini Mart,
C H Yon – New Ground, Maise’s shop ( Longwood)
and Chad’s Shop – they are also available from the
following personnel: June Lawrence, Pat Crowie, Dorita
Fuller, Elaine Benjamin, Angie Roberts, Colin Yon, Joy
George –HTH, Bobby Essex, Ray Hudson, Anya & Terry
Richards, Fr Dale Bowers, Gavin George and Beavers,
Cubs and Scouts.

Please remember to have any chance of
winning, you must participate.

The 1st Jamestown Scout Group
would like to thank all who
supported their fund raising
event on 26 August 2018 –
the net result was a total of
£1,644.61.
These funds will continue to be
used to support the movement
and growth here on the island.
Once again many thanks to all
for your continuous help and
support.
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PUBLIC NOTICE
VACANCY FOR CSSF Projects Lead
The Governor’s Office, under the Conflict Stability and Security Fund (CSSF), has a vacancy for a Projects Lead.
The Projects Lead will play a crucial role in the management of funding provided by the Foreign & Commonwealth
Office (FCO) to St Helena through the CSSF, whose funding helps to secure and support Overseas Territories in
targeted areas including maritime, security, emergency preparedness, and public health.
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This role will be exciting and dynamic, offering an insight into lots of different areas of government and the
opportunity to support and influence progress. As the Governor’s Office’s strategic lead on CSSF there will be some
scope to shape the role yourself and identify where your role can add most value.
Overall, the Projects Lead will set up new systems to monitor and deliver the CSSF projects to a high standard. The
post holder will be expected to provide a strategic oversight of CSSF projects; manage UK project spending; monitor
and report on the performance of the various projects; and oversee robust financial and risk management.
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The post holder will also be the key link between the UK Government and St Helena Government on these projects,
helping to support and shape activity to ensure St Helena gets the maximum benefits from the funding. The post
holder will also lead communication about the CSSF projects to Councillors and the wider public, helping raise
awareness about the FCO’s role in supporting St Helena during this period of change.
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For further details about the post, including roles and responsibilities, essential and desirable qualifications, salary,
and required competencies, and to apply, please visit: https://fco.tal.net/vx/appcentre-ext/brand-2/candidate/so/
pm/4/pl/1/opp/7237-CSSF-Projects-Lead/en-GB
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For more information, please contact Manager of Governor’s Office, Sandra Sim, on tel: (290) 22308 or email:
sandra.sim@sainthelena.gov.sh. Applications close on 10 October 2018.

PUBLIC NOTICE
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VACANCY FOR ST HELENA
BLUE BELT MANAGER
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The Governor’s Office, under the CSSF Blue Belt Programme, has a vacancy for a Blue Belt Manager.
The programme will be delivered through a partnership between the Governor’s Office, St Helena
Government (SHG), and the Centre for Environment Fisheries and Aquaculture Science (CEFAS).
Based in the Governor’s Office, the Blue Belt Manager will work closely with the Blue Belt project team
and SHG’s Environment & Natural Resources Directorate (ENRD) to manage activities under the Blue
Belt Programme, and to ensure the successful delivery of the project.
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For more information please contact Shelley Magellan-Wade on
22158 or email address shelley.magellan-wade@tourism.co.sh

For further details about the post, including roles and responsibilities, essential and desirable
qualifications, salary, and required competencies, and to apply, please visit: https://fco.tal.net/vx/
appcentre-ext/brand-2/candidate/so/pm/4/pl/1/opp/7239-St-Helena-Blue-Belt-Manager/en-GB
For more information, please contact Manager of Governor’s Office, Sandra Sim, on tel: (290) 22308 or
email: sandra.sim@sainthelena.gov.sh. Applications close on 10 October 2018.
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NOTICE BOARD
Cutting Edge Sandie Walters is offering this Treatment INNOluxe it
takes about 25 minutes last up to 3-4 weeks. Gorgeous, Manageable
hair doesn’t happen by chance it happens by Appointment contact
Sandie on 23828 mobile 62035

The St Helena National Trust Marine Team
invites you all to come and enjoy the finale of Blue Planet II

INNOluxe is taken the hair world by storm! Since its launch in 2015, salons have
been able to repair their client's hair whilst colouring, making their results lighter
and brighter than ever before.

Thursday 4th October @ 18:30, Rosie’s

1. THE DOUBLE PROCESS
It used to be that when a client wanted to go light from dark, especially when they had previous colour history, hairdressers
could only suggest going so far in one visit; this would mean a few appointments over many months to give the client the
transformation they wanted. Now with INNOluxe (containing Amino Bond Complex), which repairs, rebuilds and shields the hair
against further damage, hairdressers have the freedom to go so much further on the same day.
Jez Barnett, managing director of INNOluxe - “Just by mixing ReBond into the colour, and conditioning with Balance Plus once
shampooed, the hair is strengthened and protected; this means it’s not a problem to dry the hair and colour again. Many hairdressers have
reported that with INNOLuxe their client’s hair is often healthier after bleaching than before. We advise to always put the hair’s health first
and not colour beyond what you feel is healthy for the hair.”
2. INNOLUXE WITH ALL COLOURS
Don’t save INNOluxe just for when you want to bleach, the repairing and rebuilding qualities works just as well with every other
type of colour too. From high lift tints, to semi-permanents to direct dye crazy colours, INNOluxe will build the strength within
the inner structure of the hair ensuring stronger, healthier hair with more shine and vibrancy. There’s an added bonus of the
colours lasting longer, which really makes a difference for clients that have brighter reds and coppers which are notorious for
fading. As INNOluxe can be used multiple times with all hair colours, hairdressers and clients are really noticing all the benefits
when they combine these 1st two ideas, using each time they bleach and then when they tone.

Special guest speaker Stedson
Stroud @ 19:00,
art and craft stalls, face
painting and the incredible
final episode: Our Blue Planet

“One of the biggest reasons that red fades so quickly is the hair gets damaged from colouring over it each time, but you have no choice
because you need to refresh it; it's a vicious circle and a nightmare for both the client and colourist. By adding INNOluxe we can actually
rebuild the hair each time meaning the colour will last much longer!” 3. THE PERM
Healthy curls can be so sexy, but the popularity of colouring over the last 30 years has meant most hair has not been healthy
enough for this chemical service. Often coloured hair can look gorgeous and lustrous when dry, but the chemicals have damaged
the internal structure not allowing it to create strong, loose curls. INNOluxe is a game changer, repairing and rebuilding during
the perm process to create soft curls that have structure. Sexy curls are now achievable for all.
“I was amazed at how crisp the curl appeared - even on the bleached ends, I would definitely recommend using INNOluxe on all damaged
hair when perming, it makes such a difference.”
4. WITH KERATIN
Keratin treatments have been a revolution in the last 8-9 years. No longer do clients have to put up with frizz and weakness, as
the latest generation keratin treatments both repair and smooth all hair types. By adding a pre-treatment with INNOluxe, these
life changing transformational treatments delivering even greater repair and even straighter results.
Jez Barnett, founder of KeraStraight - “Keratin treatments have transformed the lives of so many clients, now by using INNOluxe prior
to KeraStraight, we can create even greater straightening & repair and delight even more clients”
5. RELAXERS
Although there’s an ever increasing popularity of both natural hair and keratin treatments for those with Afro-Caribbean hair,
relaxers are still the service of choice for many. These products are highly effective in breaking down the structure of the hair and
chemically straightening the curliest of hair types, but they can their toll on the hair’s condition as the chemicals are so strong.
It’s rare to see long, relaxed hair, but that may be about to change as more salons work with INNOluxe. By adding in INNOluxe
ReBond into the relaxer, hair can now actually be strengthened at the same time.
“With INNOluxe client’s hair is being strengthened and repaired whilst the straightener is processing, leaving them with maximum
condition. The repair and shine is very noticeable and the improved condition ensures their hair is so much easier to manage at home. The
improved health of their hair is obvious to friends and family which in return builds up my clientele base and reputation.”
6. STAND-ALONE
It’s actually not essential to have a chemical service like colour to experience the strengthening and repairing benefits of
INNOluxe. In just 25 minutes INNOluxe will strengthen, repair and protect hair from further damage as a stand-alone treatment.
This weight-free treatment is light enough for the finest, weakest hair and will give extra hold to any blow-dry. The benefits will
last around 3-4 weeks, but can be re-applied every week.
“For my clients whose hair is so damaged from home bleaching/colouring I recommend a series of INNOluxe treatments before I even
think about putting colour into their hair. When paired with regular trims I have seen it start to rebuild hair and give life, shine, and most
importantly strength back into hair."
INNOluxe Elixir is the simplest and most effective way to continue the benefits of INNOluxe at home.
Just 1-2 drops of this lightweight, strength enhancing leave-in conditioner, applied immediately prior to a styling product,
is all that’s necessary to reinforce the hair’s health on an ongoing basis. Elixir can be used in-salon as a cutting lotion and will
deliver extra structural integrity to all hair, even if they’ve not had an INNOluxe treatment or service.
“INNOluxe Elixir seals the deal when it comes to treatment services by providing ultimate smoothness and shine to the hair. I use it before
and after the finish and recommend clients to use it on damp and dry hair at home for a rebonding top up!”

DAY-OLD CHICKS ARRIVE ON AIRLINK FLIGHT
The Agriculture and Natural Resources Division (ANRD) wishes to advise the public that a
consignment of 1000 day-old, Dekalb-Amerblink chicks was successfully delivered to St.
Helena from Johannesburg on Saturday’s Airlink flight.
Thanks go to all those involved, both in Johannesburg and on St. Helena, for allowing the
transport of the chicks to go smoothly. The chicks were specially incubated for St. Helena and
hatched on the Friday to meet the Saturday flight.
The chickens are now being kept under quarantine until such time that they may be released
for sale to the public.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVSION, SCOTLAND, ST HELENA, SOUTH ATLANTIC OCEAN, STHL 1ZZ

1st October 2018
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PUBLIC NOTICE
INVITATION FOR
EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST
FOR A GROUNDS MAINTENANCE/
HANDYMAN
The Education & Employment Directorate is seeking
expressions of interest from suitably experienced
persons to provide a grounds maintenance service for
St Pauls Primary School.
Interested persons must have some experience
in maintaining grounds, including hedges, lawns,
gardens, etc. and are expected to have their own
equipment to provide the service.
For further details and a Tender Pack, interested
persons should contact Mrs Robyn Franconi, Business
Manager, (email robyn.franconi@sainthelena.gov.sh) or
telephone 22607.

BUSINESS ACCOUNT PACKAGES WITH

A choir for
Christmas

EFFECT FROM 01 NOVEMBER 2018

Monday
practices start on
22nd October

Join us to learn 10 Christmas
songs and carols
You don’t have to read music or
be a great singer. Sing the tune
or sing in harmony... it’s for fun,
charity and community. All ages,
all welcome.

Business customers currently on these packages will receive an automatic upgrade with effect from 01 November 2018.

Standard
Local Debit Card
One Free Cheque Book (per month)
£100.00 Overdraft - INTEREST FREE!

Classic

£12.00 per month

Local Debit Card

One Free Cheque Book (per month)
Further details: 23988.
creativesainthelena@gmail.com

Online Banking - View/download statement & up to 20 account transfers
Sing for Fun

£300.00 Overdraft - INTEREST FREE!

Premium

£30.00 per month

Local Debit Card
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One Free Cheque Book (per month)
Online Banking - View/download statement, unlimited account transfers &
Journal payments (multiple account transfers)

£500.00 Overdraft - INTEREST FREE!

Premium Plus

Enterprise St Helena is seeking expressions of interest from photographers for the
following contracts:

To cover and capture the Festival of Running events as they unfold during 4-10
November 2018.

To take a minimum of 200 striking stock images to aid in the promotion of St
Helena which includes to the international market.
All of the above images will be made available to all of Enterprise St Helena’s
stakeholders including tour operators (both local and international), Airlink, registered
businesses and media.
If interested please submit a timeline of image delivery and a quote that encompasses
hours of work, entrance fees into key attractions and transport.
Enterprise St Helena has a guideline to the image content required and will shortlist and
select a Photographer to carry out the service on a contractual agreement.

Submission deadline
19 October 2018.

For further information please contact: Sophia Joshua on
email Sophia.joshua@tourism.co.sh or telephone 22158.
Enabling Tourism and Economic Growth

£5.00 per month

Online Banking - View/download your statement & up to 8 account transfers

Interested persons may submit their proposal for
tender in a sealed envelope, addressed to the Secretary,
Tender Board. This can be placed in the Tender Box,
located at the Administration Office, Education
Learning Centre, Jamestown by no later than, Monday
15 October 2018.
Contractors must produce a clean vetting certificate,
with their Tender Pack.

Bank of St Helena is pleased to advise that with effect from 01 November 2018 the Standard Business Account Package
will now include the ability for business customers to undertake up to 8 Account Transfers with Online Banking and the
Premium Business Account Package will include the ability to make unlimited Journal Payments (multiple Account
Transfers) online.

Head Office | ESH Business Park | Ladder Hill | Tel: +290 22920 | Email: info@esh.co.sh
Visit us online Business and Investment: www.investinsthelena.com | Tourism: www.sthelenatourism.com

£65.00 per month

Local Debit Card
One Free Cheque Book (per month)
Online Banking - View/download statement, unlimited account transfers & Journal payments (multiple
account transfers)

£750.00 Overdraft - INTEREST FREE!

Platinum

£150.00 per month

Local Debit Card

One Free Cheque Book (per month)
Online Banking - View/download statement, unlimited account transfers & Journal payments (multiple
account transfers), BACS and Direct Debits

£1,000.00 Overdraft - INTEREST FREE!

Contact Bank of St Helena Ltd for further information
Head O f fi ce: Market Street · J am es tow n · St Hel ena Is lan d · ST HL 1ZZ
T. +290 22390 · F. +290 22553 · email. info@sainthelenabank.com · web www.sainthelenabank.com
Established and regulated under the Financial Services Ordinance, 2008, the Financial Services Regulations, 2017 and the Company Ordinance, 2004
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BIRTHDAY HONOURS 2019
OVERSEAS LIST
The Foreign & Commonwealth Office invites nominations for the 2019 Queen’s Birthday Honours List.
Persons wishing to submit nominations for the 2019 Birthday Honours are reminded that the overriding principle is
that honours are awarded on merit for exceptional achievement or any service recently carried out over and above
what normally is expected. Where possible, nominations should place emphasis on voluntary services.

PENSPEN INVESTING IN ITS PEOPLE
Penspen Ltd, operating under the Fuel Management Contract (FMC) with the St Helena
Government, have successfully delivered another milestone. Twelve planned Secondees from our
sub-contractor, Solomon & Company (St Helena) Plc, have successfully completed training within
their respective duties. The training encompassed health & safety (firefighting, manual handling,
personal protective equipment and static electricity), environmental protection, product knowledge
and fuel quality (dipping, sampling, testing and filtration).
The training was delivered by Rob Auger, Graham Nundy and Andrew Almond-Bell from Penspen
who are experienced trainers.

It should also be noted that age is not a factor in awarding honours and younger members of the community who
have made an outstanding contribution or have given exceptional service, should not be overlooked. It is important
that nominations are kept confidential and that nominees are not made aware that they are being proposed for
award of an Honour.
Nomination forms are available from Corporate Services at the Castle and can also be requested by e-mail from Miss
Linda Benjamin, via: linda.benjamin@sainthelena.gov.sh
Completed forms should be returned to the Executive Secretary, Honours Committee, in a sealed envelope, marked
‘Confidential’, by Friday, 2 November 2018.
#StHelena #BirthdayHonours #FCO #NominationsInvited
https://www.facebook.com/StHelenaGovt/
https://twitter.com/StHelenaGovt
SHG
3 October 2018

PUBLIC NOTICE
VACANCY
WASTE MANAGEMENT SERVICES OPERATOR
The Environment and Natural Resources Directorate is seeking to recruit an individual to work within their Waste
Management Services Team.
Candidates should have a valid Class C License and be able to demonstrate basic numeracy and literacy skills.
Salary for the post is at Grade B, commencing at £6,722 per annum.
For further details regarding the post, interested persons should contact Mr Anthony Henry, Waste Management
Services Supervisor on Tel No: 24724 or e-email: Anthony.Henry@sainthelena.gov.sh
Application forms which are available from Corporate Human Resources should be submitted through Directors,
where applicable, to Miss Gemma Lawrence, Corporate Human Resources, The Castle or e-mail gemma.lawrence@
sainthelena.gov.sh by no later than 4pm on Friday, 19 October 2018.
All appointments are subject to the successful candidate providing satisfactory clearances, including a medical check and
vetting/DBS clearance. SHG reserves the right to have information provided on the application form independently verified.
SHG positively accepts applications from all members of the community regardless of race, gender, disability, age, sexual
orientation, religion or belief, and will consider all applications on the basis of merit, in accordance with the person
specification. All disabled applicants meeting the minimum criteria listed in the job profile will be guaranteed an interview.
Environment & Natural Resources Directorate 							

2 October 2018

Andrew Almond-Bell, FMC Island Manager presenting certificates to successful recipients (L to R,
Front: Jamie Yon, Stephen Constantine and Marita Bagley. L to R, Rear: Larry Henry, Hensil
Williams, Brian Peters, Danny Bowers, Gary Benjamin, Richard Constantine, Gregory Plato and
Andrew Almond-Bell. Missing from the photograph are: Andrew Plato and Carlos Soto).
Investment in the team on-island will be an ongoing process. Training is an integral part of the
project implementation and operation with health and safety being the most paramount. This
training underlines both Penspen’s drive and determination to ensure that its entire team are
afforded the best possible training and are skilled and compliant with good industry practices.
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SPORTS
SPORTS ARENA
ARENA
Expressions of Interest
For Commercial Lease

Jamestown Rifle
Club
Pat Henry, JTRC Chairman, Contributed

The Bazaar
Jamestown Real Estate

G

The Bazaar

Market Square, Jamestown

Property Description










Grade II Listed Building
Registered as Jamestown, Block 8 Parcel Number 28
Acreage of Parcel 0.013
Total Commercial Floor Space is 73m2
Easily Accessible, Located in Market Square
With Close Proximity to Commercial Businesses and
Services i.e. Retail Shops, Taverns, the Bank of St Helena,
Post Office, Sure SA Ltd, Tourism Office, Hotels and
Taxi Ranks
Building has Two Floors
Sanitary Facilities on the Upper Floor accessible by a
Wooden Staircase

For further details please contact:

Ian Gough

Main Office Building, Jamestown
+290 22380
GM-Services.Properties@solomons.co.sh
Interested parties will be required to complete an Expression of Interest (EOI) Form which can be
provided by email, or collected from the Main Office Building, Jamestown. Interested parties should
submit their EOI in a sealed envelope, addressed to Solomon & Company (The Bazaar), Main Office
Building, Jamestown and deposited in the Tender Box at the Reception Desk, Main Office Building,
Jamestown. The deadline for receiving ‘Expressions of Interest’ is 31 October 2018.

reetings from the Jamestown Rifle Club, 02
October 2018.
Youth group Hanna Hickling, Tatelyn Royles and
Robin Williams are training with the aim to become
competent shooters.
Their aim is to achieve maximum efficiency
performance and the selected rules in this discipline.
All activities which demonstrates human behaviour
could be subject to a long term development.
Robin started December 17 learning to shoot as a
student for his Duke of Edinburg Awards Scheme,
Hanna started 15 March 2018 and Tatelyn 09 April
18. After a few weeks teaching them the basics and a
balance to practice, enjoying and having fun I could
see potential starting to shine through.
They soon adapted a passion for shooting and
wonted to develop their skills to become better
shooting athletics. We had a discussion explaining
some of the challenging issues to become good
sports men and women, firstly it takes hard work,
commitment, motivation and dedication to make
it of the starting blocks, needless to say the high
financial costs for shooting equipment and training.
With their persistence we started training more
frequently focusing on core techniques. Using
different targets shooting a number shots in each
to identify their NPA (natural point of aim) or
alignment. Using various traditional paper targets
demonstrates advantages of skilful abilities for better
accuracy shooting on a single and two ring target
rather than the ten ring target which disrupts their
NPA because of the movement in distance, however
we are progressing in movements to maintain our
NPA.
These three shooters has progress and performing
extremely well at their best in such a small time
frame, with continuous dedicated training they
will continue to develop rapidly. St Helena needs
new young talent shooters to keep our sport alive,
therefore we should recognize their strengths,
abilities, greater accuracy and control rather than
gauging their weakness.
On a different level of entertainment Tuesday
night’s members were listed into team groups for
a medal competition. Due to other commitments
few regulars were unable to attend, but that
didn’t hinder us at all apart from shifting names
around with twenty one people turned up to shoot,
but only nineteen took part in the Competition.
Four new entries were put in one group to create
encouragement, with all rifle blasting and shots
whistling down range scores were rising and falling,
still everyone kept up the good spirit.
Shooting for the first time was Mike with 65, Jackie,
Mark and Carol all shot 77 each but unfortionly they
had to leave therefore they will shoot off next week
for medal positions. Other medal winners were,
Jeaninne, Terri, Tamara, Andy, Heidi, Tim, Frankie,
Skye, Jason, Tatelyn and Hanna.
Temptation could not ignored for a practice shoot
for Deirdre with 98.4, Colin Knipe 99.6 and still
leading ahead with 100.7 Patrick Young, Well done to
everyone for good shooting.
Another night with good entertainment and lively
atmosphere, thanks were extended to Mr Andrew
Bell for his generous donation gifts present to the
club in aid of our fund raising. We were refuelled on
some soup and rolls before finishing the night off,
appreciation to everyone and will see you for more
live firing next week. Have a joyful weekend.

St Helena Golf Club

2

6 players took part in the Texas Scramble
(Choose your Own Partner) stable ford 3/8 of
combined handicap on Sunday, Sept. 30 2018. Ronald
De Reuck and Chris Dawson returned with 46 points,
Jeff and Helena Stevens and Alastair Norrie and
Dawid Breed, both with 47 points. After a count back
Alastair and Dawid claimed second place and the
winners with 51 points were Peter Bagley and Danny
Thomas.
The two ball pool was claimed by Peter Bagley and
Danny Thomas (5th and 7th) and Lawson Henry and
Pat Henry (7th). Congratulations to the winners.
At the Half Yearly General meeting, the Captain
highlighted the achievements of the Committee
of Management thus far which included installing
of distance and tee box markers, reviewing of the
constitution and membership register. It was noted

that for the remainder of the Committee’s term, the
main focus would be - activating inactive members,
attracting Junior and Lady golfers.
Members agreed to adopt the proposed
amendments to the St Helena Golf Club constitution,
installing additional tee boxes and explore the option
of planting trees.
Cecil Thomas, Daphne Francis and Joan Thomas
were awarded with a certificate for Honorary
Membership for their exceptional service to the Club;
congratulations to all three of them.
Members were thanked for their kind donations for
the Multi Raffle and to all those who bought tickets£280 was raised.
Congratulations to the winners which are as
follows:

Food
Hamper –
Jeff Ellick

Toaster
– Wendy
Benjamin

Bottle of Gin
– Sandra
Peters

Kettle –
Pamela
Duncan

Cake – Linda
Thomas

Bottle of
Wine – Sean
Nugent

Picture
Frame
– Deon
Robbertse

Pumpkin
– Jeremy
Thomas

Potatoes
– Kai
Benjamin

Beer – Amon
Mittens

Old Brown
Sherry –
Henzil Beard

Pumpkin
– Tiarna
YoungO’Dean

Picture
Frame –
Joey Thomas

Bottle of
Wine – Mike
Olsson

Please contact Helena Stevens 24711 to arrange collection of your prize
Members are reminded that the Course will be
closed from 7am to midday on Saturday 6th October
2018 as there will be a clean-up in readiness for
the upcoming Open Championship; Members are
encouraged to assist with this event.
The first round of Bank of St Helena Sunday 36
Holes Stroke Play will commence at 12 noon on
Sunday 7th October 2018. A signup sheet is on the
Club notice board or members can leave their names
on the Club telephone message service 24421.

The Open Championship 2018 will kick start at
10am on Sunday 21st October. The closing date for
entering this competition is Sunday 7th October at
5pm; late entries will not be accepted. Competition
fee of £15 must be paid in advance – no later than
Sunday 7th October 2018. St Helena Golf Club bank
account number with Bank of St Helena is 13270002
We warmly welcome Geoffrey and Chris Dawson
and Phanual Shangwa as new members.

Ascension Island - Good Vibes
Take Flipper Cup 2018

Contributed

T

he Flipper Cup 2018 final between Good Vibes
and Raiders started with the teams being met by
Andrew ‘Flipper’ Bennett’s Uncle Robert and Aunt
Angela before a minute’s silence was observed.
The match kicked off with many observers already
predicting a Raiders win as on paper they had the
more experienced team compared to the newly
formed Good Vibes but this was the Flipper Cup Final
where anything could happen.
The match was very scrappy but entertaining
throughout with neither team able to take control,
this was suited to Good Vibes who defended in
numbers and counter attacked with pace. They
swarmed around the field preventing Raiders
midfield general Consie from creating or the electric
pace of Jason Robertson from attacking. That being
said Raiders did have several long range efforts but
Matthew in the Good Vibes goal was more than equal
to them. The game turned on its head when Cecil
forced Kelly in the Raiders goal to tip the ball onto
the post. Minutes later Vibes captain Aaron ‘Boot’
Peters broke from midfield and fired a low effort
from the edge of the box to Kelly’s bottom left to
make it 1-0 just before the stroke of half time.
The second half was very much the same as the
first, Good Vibes defending with Raiders trying their
best to equalise. It was proving difficult as a number
of Vibes were putting in the performance of their
careers, no more so than Sebastian ‘Becky’ Crowie
who was defending as if his life depended on it at
Left-Back. The closing minutes was very tense as

the Vibes started to tire and Raiders threatened,
they were however leaving their selves exposed
at the back but with the experience of Melvyn and
the pace of Jonah they were coping well until a
speculative through ball saw Kelly coming off his
line to smoother but couldn’t hold on to the ball. The
loose ball came to Vibes substitute, Gareth Suez who
was also chasing the through ball, he calmly shifted
the ball to the right of the keeper and slotted home
with Raiders defenders closing fast. The crowd went
wild, car horns were sounding, sirens whining, they
couldn’t believe what they were seeing. The match
ended 2-0, with Good Vibes crowned the 2018 Flipper
Cup Champions, trophies were then presented and
teams contributed to the bring and share table and
enjoyed the rest of the afternoon and evening with
music from Schmichael.
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SPORTS
SPORTS ARENA
ARENA
FOOTBALL Results

AXED!

Sat 29 September 2018
Rovers 13

Young stars as
Axis defeats CSB

Saints 0

Rico Benjamin 3, Ronan Legg 6,
Tyler Benajmin, Sean Benjamin,
Ross O’Dean, Sean Cansick
MOM: Tyler Benjamin (Rovers)

Axis 5

Wise Monkeys Media Productions

CSB 2

Matthais Young 4
Joe Naurelette

Clayton Yon
Alonzo Henry (P)

MOM: Matthais Young (Axis)

Sun 30 September 2018
Harts 3

Wirebirds 0

Ryan George 2
Selwyn Stroud
MOM: Ryan George (Harts)
YPOM: Sean-Lee Thomas (Harts)

Bellboys 5

Wolves 0

Jamie Thomas 2, Ryan Benjamin,
Rick Joshua, Alex Hudson
MOM: Ryan Benjamin (Bellboys)

Continued From Back Page
to find a killer punch. But despite
this, CSB continued to attack and
were rewarded with a goal when
Henry worked his way into the box
and delivered an unnerving cross to
the back post for Yon to tap in.
However, as quickly as they
conceded the lead, Axis worked
their way back into the match.
Good interplay between front men

Matthais Young and Naurelette
saw them stride into the box before
Naurelette finished clinically to even
up the scores.
There was one more major incident
in the first half that saw the referee
award a penalty kick but then rescind
his decision after advice from his
assistant. Jorden Johnson was
bearing down on goal after latching

onto a through-ball, but just as he
was about the pull the trigger he was
upended by a hard but clean tackle
from Axis captain Deon Maggott.
From the referee’s position it would
have appeared as if Maggott had
fouled Johnson, but as the assistant
correctly pointed out… Maggott took
the ball before the player.
The half finished with the scores

locked at 1-1.
The second period was as eventful
as the first with each side absorbing
pressure when the other was enjoying
good attacking spells.
Axis took the lead through Man-ofthe-Match Young; this time around
Naurelette returned the favour and
squared for Young to finish.
Although they were on the receiving
end of an 18-0 whipping in their
last match, CSB continued to play
in good spirits. In one spell of play,
after conceding the lead, CSB hit
the crossbar of Axis’ goal on three
occasions. They were unlucky not

to score. They continued on and
eventually got themselves back
into the match after Henry expertly
converted a spot kick. But just like
in the first half, Axis responded with
the very next play. Axis were awarded
a penalty after a scrap in the penalty
area, and Young converted it.
On this occasion there was no
response from CSB. They seemingly
lost the will to play and Young took
full advantage. He went on to score
two more goals, both of them cheeky
chips after sighting CSB keeper,
Reidwaan Richards, a few feet off his
goal line. Final score: Axis 5-CSB 0.

FOOTBALL Fixtures
Sat 6 October 2018
1.30 pm
Wolves
V
3.30 pm

Crusaders

Bellboys

Wirebirds

V
Sun 7 October 2018
1.30 pm
Harts
V
3.30 pm
Axis
V

CSB
Saints

LEAGUE Table
Harts
Rovers
Bellboys
Wolves
Axis
Wirebirds
Crusaders
CSB*
Saints

P W
11 11
11 10
11 6
11 6
11 5
11 5
10 0
10 1
10 0

L
0
1
4
5
4
5
8
8
9

D
0
0
1
0
2
1
2
1
1

GF
58
76
33
41
26
27
4
13
3

GA
3
8
18
29
36
19
41
62
66

GD
55
68
15
12
-10
8
-37
-49
-63

Pts
33
30
19
18
17
16
2
2
1

HOTSHOTS Chart
Player
Sean-Lee Thomas
Ronan Legg
Rico Benjamin
Matthais Young
Tyler Benjamin
Cody Thomas
Jacob Duncan
Shane Stroud
Sanjay Clingham
Clayton Leo
Greg Phillips

Team
Harts
Rovers
Rovers
Axis
Rovers
Wolves
Wolves
Harts
Wirebirds
Wirebirds
Wolves

Total
26
24
19
14
12
9
9
9
7
6
6
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AXED!

Young stars as Axis defeats CSB
Wise Monkeys Media Productions

F

our second-half goals from
Matthias Young saw Axis to a 5-2
victory over Chop Shop Boys (CSB)
on Saturday afternoon.
Both sides saw some new additions.
Axis drafted in marine conservationist
Joe Naurelette, and Rico Thomas
deputised in goal for Deon Yon, who
had other commitments. CSB called
on the services of Thullani Khanyille,
who has had spells playing for the

Basil Read team and Wirebirds in
previous seasons.
The match was a much more even
affair than the score line suggests.
The game was well-balanced with
both sides enjoying good spells
throughout. It began with CSB
attacking the Red Hill end and
utilising the pace of Clayton Yon by
knocking balls in behind the Axis
defence. However his searing pace

was matched by Juan Joshua, who
produced a good display in the rightback position for Axis. Joshua was
alert to the danger, calm on the ball
and cleared Axis lines to keep the
scores even in the early stages.
Alonzo Henry looked to be in
impeccable form for CSB. His driving
runs from midfield created countless
opportunities for CSB, but they failed

Continued inside ...

